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ALLEN&HEATH 
Released Engineering Change Note 

RECN 2662 
Xone:K2  

Modification to reduce buzz when two K2 connected 
to one mixer via internal soundcards. 
 
 
Modification requires track cut on PCB. 
See photographs on next page. 
 
Modified Production units from s/n XK2X-331592 
 
PCB updated to issue4  from s/n XK2X-350996  
ref RECN2663A 
 
 

 
 

RECN is advisory.  
RECN is not a recall. 
RECN is at the discretion of the engineer. 

Engineering Change Notifications are published internally as ECN.  
 

Changes that may affect engineers outside of Allen & Heath 
are published as Released Engineering Change Notes. (RECN) 

Implemented date: Dec 2012 

Serial number: XK2X-331592 



Xone:K2 SPI noise immunity update 
Andy Rigby-Jones 11/07/12 

 

We have received reports of a buzzing tone heard when connecting two K2s to one mixer 

via the internal soundcards, with both K2s connected to one laptop.  The intensity of this 

tone varies according to the setup; laptop/mixer/audio leads etc. 

This can be greatly reduced by separating the audio and digital ground systems on the K2.   

 

The update will take approximately 10 minutes, and requires the following tools: 

T8 Torx screwdriver 

Fine-tipped soldering iron and lead-free solder 

Scalpel or craft knife  

1 x 47R 0805 1% SMD resistor 

 

Start by removing the 8 screws that secure the front panel to the base 

 

 
 

Remove the screw below the rear RCA connector 
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Carefully prise open the front of the base to release the headphone socket 

 

 

Pull the complete front panel and PCB assembly out from the base. 

 

 

Locate and sever the thin track between these two pads 
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Check with a multi-meter that the two pads are now open circuit 

 

 

 

Solder the 47R resistor between the two pads illustrated
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Reassemble in reverse order, and check that there is 47 ohms resistance between the USB 

socket case and the RCA outer shield 

 


